Globalization and digitalization of international sales creates needs to harmonize rules of international commercial contracts. The question is whether the harmonization
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Introduction discussion around the globalization of international sales and need to find a uniform contract law rules is nothing new under the sun. however, there is still lack of uniform rules and legal certainty when domestic courts and arbitral tribunals interpret contract clauses. however, it is necessary to continue the discussion around unification and try to find a way to interpret contract law rules through the nature of the international commercial contracts in global contract chains. in following i argue that this should, and could, be done by adopting an international interpretation umbrella -the meta-principle of international interpretation.
steps towards harmonization in following are not taken by finding common binding contract law provisions but rather to establish universally recognized toolsprinciples -to interpret contract law rules in more predictable and uniform ways.
in this article i have taken the Civil Code of russian Federation (hereinafterrussian Civil Code) as an example of substantial rules interpreted in international commercial arbitration connected to the united Nations Convention on Contracts for the international sale of goods (vienna, 1980) 1 (hereinafter -Cisg or Convention). drafting of the russian Civil Code was impacted by the uNidroit Principles for international Commercial Contracts (hereinafter -uNidroit Principles).
2 russian Federation is also a contracting state of the Cisg. therefore it is merely easy to justify the use of general principles of the uNidroit Principles and the Cisg to interpret cross-border contracts in connection with the russian Civil Code. use of general principles as an interpretation umbrella to interpret international commercial contracts in national courts and arbitral tribunals can be justified by following four steps:
1. applicability of the Cisg; 2. the Cisg as a part of national jurisprudence; 3. parties' intention to act in international commercial practice; and 4. national law rules are codified to national situations and not to national contract relations.
Scope. the scope of this paper is to analyze general principles of international commercial law found in the Cisg. My focus will be in Art. 7 of the Cisg which sets the 1 Full text of the Convention is available at http://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/uncitral_texts/sale_ goods/1980Cisg.html. 2 Full text of the uNidroit Principles 2010 is available at http://www.unidroit.org/english/principles/ contracts/principles2010/integralversionprinciples2010-e.pdf.
provisions of the meta-principle of international interpretation. Art. 7(1) sets rules to interpret the Convention itself and Art. 7(2) provides the Cisg's gap-filling tools. in this paper my focus will be in Art. 7(2) and its gap-filling methodology. general principles are analyzed through arbitration cases connected to the russian Civil Code.
the meta-principle of international interpretation is to be established top of the Cisg's general principles and be functioning as an interpretation framework, or an umbrella, where general principles, specific provisions and substantial law rules shall be interpreted case by case in light of contracts' international character and purpose.
Methodology. Freedom of contract is widely recognized general principlealso under the Cisg. however, my point of view in here is on interpretation rules in situation where parties have not used their freedom to opt-out from the Cisg. therefore i am leaving out the freedom of contract and focusing on situations where a national court or an arbitral tribunal faces the question on whether the Cisg or substantial law will be applicable under private international law rules.
Leaving the principle of freedom of contract outside of my scope i am approaching the issue of harmonizing commercial contract law rules by using general principles common to the Cisg, the uNidroit Principles, national laws and other sources of law in this field. in this sense i am using unification methodology trying to find uniform rules and solutions to questions arising in contracts having connection to different nationalities. in this article i am focusing only one contracting state of the Cisg: the russian Federation. however, same principles can be applied to all other contracting states of the Cisg -and, as i argue, also non-contracting states of the Cisg.
idea of harmonizing rules through principles and interpretation and not through codification was found already in roman law times. roman law impacted to the common law, Ius Commune, in europe. Ius Commune effected to the way different national laws were interpreted across europe. european lawyers had the same legal education and same methodological sources which harmonized the thoughts and interpretation of european lawyers.
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First step in this article is to recognize what are general principles and what kind of general principles there exists under the Cisg. second step is to take closer look on how national law, in this case the russian Civil Code, and sources of general principles of international commercial contracts are linked together. does general principles of the Cisg apply only when the Cisg itself apply? thirdly i will analyze selected arbitration cases from the russian Federation on interpretation of Art. 7 of the Cisg. Case law shows that interpretation of Art. 7 of the Cisg lacks predictability and thus leads opposite conclusions in rather similar issues. Last step is to draw together the case law and general principles and to establish an interpretation umbrella -the meta-principle of international interpretation. Outcomes. outcomes of this article suggests that arbitral tribunals are interpreting international commercial contracts through international interpretation principle. however, the case law provides opposite judgements to similar cases and thus the big picture stays unpredictable and unclear. general principles are abstract and judges rather use specific rules than abstract principles. Analyzed cases presents interpretation of Art. 7(2) of the Cisg in way where tribunals have been seeking other sources than just picking up the easiest way to go to national law.
general principles of the Cisg and of international commercial contracts in general offers framework where to find tools for international interpretation. the toolbox is available but yet we need to figure out how to use those tools in a way that parties can benefit from better legal certainty and more predictable judgments.
Definition of General Principles
Magnus 4 writes that principles are basic rules where general principles are very basic rules.
5 general principles are more broad and abstract than principles generally. in their abstract nature general principles are something opposite to specific codified articles. therefore general principles are not direct solution to a concrete legal issue.
6 to apply a general principle, abstract in its nature, to a specific legal issue the principle needs to become more concrete and specific rule. the Cisg creates its own specific reference to general principles in Art. 7(2). 9 the uNidroit Principles refers to general principles in similar way. Magnus argues that there are common guidance objective when concrete rules are not available. general principles can also be used to secure the right obligation of law in situations where strict application of specific rule would lead into injustice result. 12 however, general principles in the Cisg and the uNidroit Principles functions in different way. the general principles are guidelines for interpreting their provisions and in this character even to substitute the other way applicable national law 13 . Magnus claims that in situation general principles in international conventions expresses clearly their goals in the convention principles should be followed. 14 Andersen asks that how uniform should the Cisg's uniform interpretation be? should uniformity vary from provision to another? there has to be at least some level of uniformity in every provision to promote the uniformity of the Cisg entirely. 15 however, even that Art. 7(1) provides uniform application it does not lead into a duty of judges' uniform interpretation. 
Article 7 of the CISG
Chapter ii, Arts. 7 to 13, of the Cisg sets provisions to general issues under the Convention. Art. 7, which will be the focus of this article, provides interpretation rules. Art. 7(1) sets rules to interpret the Convention itself and Art. 7(2) the Cisg's gap-filling provisions. in this paper the focus will be in Art. 7(2) and its gap-filling methodology.
Article 7 (1) in the interpretation of this Convention, regard is to be had to its international character and to the need to promote uniformity in its application and the observance of good faith in international trade.
(2) Questions concerning matters governed by this Convention which are not expressly settled in it are to be settled in conformity with the general principles on which it is based or, in the absence of such principles, in conformity with the law applicable by virtue of the rules of private international law.
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Magnus 2012, at 166.
12
Id.
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Id. at 167. Art. 7(1) determines rules for interpretation and filling gaps of the Cisg. the paragraph sets out three interpretation principles:
1. international character of the Cisg; 2. aim to promote uniformity in its scope; and 3. good faith in international trade. Art. 7(2) provides gap-filling methodology for issues which are covered by the Cisg but not expressly settled in its provisions. this means that if the issue falls under the scope of the Cisg, and is not dealing with the validity of the contract and thus fall under Art. 4, it is covered under the Cisg and thus interpretation rules of Art. 7(2) apply. Problematic within this principle is, whether the issue is covered by the Cisg or not. Art. 7(2) includes two different principles to fill gaps: 1. general principles of the Cisg; and 2. domestic law. if there is no explicit statement in the provisions to settle the issue, the interpreter must first apply the general principles of the Cisg. only in a case where there is no general principle applicable to that specific issue, can domestic law be applied.
General Principles of the CISG in the uNCitrAL digest of Case Law
18 there are several general principles courts have found from the Convention. these general principles are as follows: party autonomy; good faith; estoppel; place of payment of monetary obligations; currency of payment; burden of proof; full compensation; informality; dispatch of communications; mitigation of damages; binding usages; sett-off; right to withhold performance and the principle of simultaneous exchange of performances; right to interest; costs of one's own obligations; changed circumstances and right to renegotiate; and favor contractus.
The Principle of International Interpretation
Art. 7 of the Cisg provides two principles to fill gaps in contracts governed by the Cisg. Principle to fill gaps in the Cisg itself is to apply general principles of Cisg. second principle is for gaps falling outside of the Cisg's scope which shall fall under applicable national law. these gap-filling principles shall be used, according to Art. 7, in the above mentioned order. First to apply general principles, and only if the general principles are not available, then applicable national law.
Art. 7(1) of the Cisg sets the international character as starting point to interpret the Cisg. however, it is everything else than clear how such interpretation standard actually should be used in practice. therefore the international standard should be defined as an interpretation tool. My aim is to define the standard as the international interpretation principle. where the standard is the starting point of the Cisg's interpretation, the international interpretation principle shall function as a metaprinciple providing framework where general principles and specific provisions are interpreted in. the framework, or an umbrella, thus promotes uniform interpretation platform to respect contracts' cross-border nature whatever substantial rules apply.
grounds for the international interpretation and the Cisg has been taken around the issue of penalty clauses and thus i am here referring shortly on interpretation options discussed an academia on penalty clause debate. According academics' question of penalty clauses falling under the Cisg, or not, there have been three options how penalty clauses could be treated under the Cisg. graves divides these three options as follows:
1. validity of penalty clauses is falling under applicable domestic law; 2. the Cisg is directly applicable to penalty clauses; and 3. penalty clauses are not directly falling under the Cisg but shall be interpreted in light of the uniform approach of the Cisg.
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First interpretation option is to interpret penalty clauses falling under Art. 4 of the Cisg and apply national law. 20 second option is the Cisg's direct application. Zeller argues that the issue of penalty clauses should not be tried to solve focusing on single Articles of the Cisg but to approach the issue viewing the Cisg as a whole. As the general principles apply to the Cisg as a whole, Zeller argues that it is not possible to exclude penalty clauses based on the lack of explicit provision if they can be seen falling under the scope of the general principles. 21 hachem argues that applicable domestic law shall be interpreted by applying an international standard 22 that would follow the principle of uniformity under Art. 7 of the Cisg. the Cisg Advisory Council gave its opinion regarding the issue of penalty clauses under the Cisg and provided options on international interpretation and definition of international standard. the one rule of the opinion states that even the issue of penalty clauses shall fall out of the Cisg should domestic law rules been interpreted through an international standard. According to the Cisg Advisory Committee the international standard shall be the one found from the provisions of the Cisg. in other words it means reference to the general principles of the Cisg which does not limit parties' freedom to agree fixed sums in general in regard to issue of penalty clauses. A validity test of the penalty clause following the international interpretation should therefore be taken under the international standards presented by the Cisg. interpreting domestic law in this view is possible as the Cisg has become a part of a domestic jurisdiction when adopted. the Cisg is applicable only to international sale contracts and thus it is reasonable to interpret international contracts differently than pure domestic contracts. Id. at 124. thus, even that direct transformation from international principle into a provision of national law would not be possible under Art. 7 of the russian Civil Code it is however offering a possible way to find a solution from international principles when precise rule is not available. 28 the Plenum of the supreme Court of russian Federation, in its decree No. 5 of 10 october 2003, has instructed courts of general jurisdiction that such "generally recognized principles" are the "basic imperative norms of international law adopted and recognized by the international community of states as a whole, deviation from which is inadmissible" (point 1). examples given by the Plenum include universal respect for human rights and good-faith fulfilment of international obligations… russian doctrinal writings in many instances equate such "generally-recognized principles" to customary international law. 29 russian civil law recognizes international sources of law as a part of its legal system. international legal principles found as general principles are seen as a part of the national jurisdiction. the status of such legal principles is stated in Art. 15, part 4 of the Constitution of the russian Federation. if there is collision between national and international principle the international principle shall prevail. 30 russia is a contracting state of the Cisg which leads to a situation where general principles of the Cisg are part of a national legal system and shall be interpreted in their own character and not through national law.
uNidroit Principles are not recognized under Art. 7 of the russian Civil Code as conventions like the Cisg are. however, uNidroit Principles are recognized and can be taken into account as part of commercial practice. 31 one special character of the russian Civil Code is that contracts where other party is russian citizen, no matter which law is applicable, shall always be in written form. this rule has been taken also in the Cisg. 32 in the russian Civil Code a customary commercial practice is recognized and it can be used to identify specific character of the practice concerning the contract relationship. however, the commercial practice cannot be against legal rules, so far only good faith commercial practice can be recognized as a source to interpret contracts. Commercial practice is a fast source if nothing else is found to give an answer to the issue. Id. at 56-57.
32
Id. at 59.
33
Id. at 60. in russia the uNidroit principles are used by the parties' choice of law of their contract and even if not chosen by the parties the Principles are used to resolve issues arising out of international contractual relationships 34 .
Case Law and Customs as a Source of Law in Russia
in this context the case law refers to an international commercial arbitration cases. the uNCitrAL Model Law on international Commercial Arbitration (1985) has been the basis for the russian Law on international Commercial Arbitration (1993) . the Model Law states that "the arbitral tribunal shall decide the dispute in accordance with such rules of law as are chosen by the parties as applicable to the substance of the dispute. " 35 the russian Civil Code recognizes the commercial practice in Art. 5, para. 1 as a source of law. Commercial practice can be used always when the question is arising from relationship of two or more enterprises as it is recognized as a common practice. According to Art. 5 of the russian Civil Code customs refers to behavioral rules applied in international commerce or rules referred in some document but are not provided by legislation. therefore customs are mainly rules under law of obligations.
36 internet and databases brings judicial decisions accessible on public. this has strength the meaning of case law and its precedential value of gap filling. 37 however, published arbitration awards are not been seen as a precedent. therefore an arbitration award does not have significant meaning for the russian legal system.
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But approaching the russian legal system in international context they might have more value and they might have influence in international context.
General Principles in the CISG Case Law
in this chapter general principles for the foundations of the meta-principle of international interpretation are found from the Cisg and analyzed through arbitration cases connected to the russian Civil Code. Arbitrators in the cases analyzed in this chapter have interpreted Art. 7 of the Cisg in light of either solving the case by using general principles or finding the issue falling outside the scope of the Cisg and applied substantial law. the contract included a penalty payment term in case of a delay of the payment. Party obliged to pay the penalty according to the contract challenged the clause based on the agreed sum was unfair. the Cisg was applicable to the dispute but it does not cover the question of validity of a penalty clause. therefore the arbitral tribunal applied other rules for the issue. the arbitral tribunal decided to apply the uNidroit Principles to fill the gap of the Cisg instead of applying domestic law. 42 the Court found that the application of the uNidroit Principles is possible according the Preamble stating that they may be used to interpret and supplement international uniform law instruments. second reason to apply the Principles was that they are based on common practices of international commerce which the Court though the parties knew or ought to have known. As reflecting the usages of international trade the Court held that the Principles can be applied under Art. 9(2) of the Cisg. As a result the Court found that the penalty fee was excessive under Art. 7.4.13(2) of the uNidroit Principles.
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Common interpretation of the Cisg is that penalty clauses are not explicitly covered and thus penalty clauses falls under Art. 4 of the Cisg which determines questions of a validity falling under the applicable domestic law. however, this interpretation has been lately challenged. it is argued that Art. 74 of the Cisg would actually cover fixed sums and therefore Art. 4 of the Cisg would not be applicable. thus penalty clauses would be directly covered under Cisg. Art. 7(2) of the Cisg that issues not expressly settled in it are to be settled in conformity with general principles on which it is based instead of finding the applicable general principle from the Cisg the Court applied general principles of the uNidroit Principles. the Court held that the principle of good faith and fair dealing is a fundamental principle of mandatory nature in international commercial relations, as determined in Art. 1.7 of the uNidroit Principles. in the fundamental and mandatory nature the principle was extended to cover the parties' contractual relations not only for the contract but also to the preliminary state of concluding the contract and also for the contractual relations at the stage where conflict took place. the Court held that the fundamental character of the principle covers the whole pre-arbitral stage and not only the contract itself. 45 however, as the conflict between parties was from the validity of a penalty clause, the Court held that the Cisg is not applicable. thus the Court found that the clause shall be interpreted under a substantial law of the contract. the question of a penalty clause was to be decided under the substantial law, which in this case was the russian Federation law and Art. 333 of the russian Civil Code. the Court found that the Cisg was applicable to the dispute. issues not covered under the Cisg falls under Art. 1211 of the russian Civil Code determining the applicable law of the country of the seller. the Court stated that the question of penalty clause did not fall under the application of the Cisg and therefore applied Croatian law. Preliminary work of the Cisg rejects penalty clauses to fall under Art. 7(2). however, analogy for similar issues which are not rejected by the preliminary work for falling under the Cisg could be made. issues not expressly settled in but falling under the general principles shall lead to application of the Cisg. the parties agreed the Court's proposal to apply the general standards and rules of international contracts as a governing law of the contract. therefore Lex Mercatoria to cover the contract and thus the Cisg was not directly applicable. however, the Cisg and the uNidroit Principles apply indirectly via principles and practices expressing international commercial customs. the Court also held that the general 45 english translation of the decision is found from the uNiLeX database (Apr. 25, 2017) even that the Cisg was not applicable as a governing law of the contract it was applicable through its general principles as part of Lex Mercatoria. i argue that following this path the international interpretation principle shall be similarly applicable to all international commercial contracts even if the Cisg itself would not directly apply.
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the Court of Arbitration of the iCC proposed that the general standards and rules of international contracts shall apply in this case. the Court stated that the Cisg is generally agreed to address universal principles on international contracts even if the contract is not covered by the Cisg itself. Parties had not choose the Cisg as the governing law of the contract the Cisg can be used as a source of standards and rules of international contracts. other references for such standards and rules were found from the Principles of european Contract Law and the uNidroit Principles. the Court underlined that the standards and rules found from above mentioned sources apply through the intention of the parties. the general standards and rules of international contracts are not, however, only found from international conventions but also from different national laws chosen by parties for such circumstances. the Court stated that the Cisg does not directly apply to the issue and thus the issue shall be under an assessment of a broad perspective of international contracts. the principle applicable in the case, vendor cannot rely on a buyer's failure to inspect the goods and to give timely notice of defects, is recognized in international contracts and found in Art. 40 of the Cisg. in this case the Court of Appeal held that the lower court had apply incorrectly the national law on issue what was actually -following the Court of Appeal -governed under the Cisg. the responded claimed that the Cisg should apply through national law. the Cisg was found applicable on the interest on the agreed sum party fails to pay. the Court held that there was no question of damages or penalty and thus the Cisg apply and national law principle reducing the payable sum shall not be applied. thus it was in question on how the Cisg defines interest which is not a penalty or constitutes damages. As the Cisg covers the question of interest there was no need for cap filling by national law under Art. 7(2) of the Cisg. Art. 7(2) as the Convention's possibility of recovering interest was not clear enough to specify the interest under the Cisg. substantive law shall apply. the Cisg stays silent also on the method how the interest shall be calculated. therefore the Court held that national law shall apply on the question how to determine the interest. 50 5.8. Outcomes of the Case Law the three cases dealing with the issue of penalty clauses all held that the Cisg does not apply to penalty clauses. however, the one tribunal found that in a nature of the contract the issue shall be solved under the common practices of international sale and applied the uNidroit Principles instead of national law. this follows the idea of international interpretation where the issue is from cross-border contract and thus the solution should follow the same cross-border character. one penalty clause case express the analogical interpretation of similar issues. therefore if issue of penalty clauses would not be expressly left outside of the Cisg they should be falling under Art. 7(2) and general principles of the Cisg.
in the cases on the issue if the Cisg covers an interest or not and are such provisions clear enough. in one case the tribunal found the Cisg applicable but in another the tribunal stated that even interests falls under the Cisg the provision is not clear enough to specify interest under the Cisg. i argue that here the tribunal made an error and applied national law instead of the Cisg. when the Cisg was applicable the first gap-filling principle of Art. 7(2) states that if the issue is not expressly settled in it shall be settled in conformity with the general principles. the second gap-filling principle of Art. 7(2) states that in the absence of such principles the issue shall be settled in conformity with the law applicable. the reason the Cisg was not found applicable was lack of specific provisions to calculate the payable sum. i argue that even that there were not specific provisions to calculate the exact sum the general principles apply. And according to Art. 7(2) if there are applicable general principles the Cisg shall apply over the substantial law.
there were two cases where the Cisg's general principles were found applicable even the Cisg itself was not. general principles apply as part of Lex Mercatoria and thus international interpretation principle of the Cisg can be applied in similar way.
Conclusion
general principles are abstract and broad rules and they are not giving direct solution to specific legal issue but they can be used as a guidance to find a correct 50 english summary of the case is found in the CLout database, CLout case 1364 (Apr. 25, 2017) , available at http://www.uncitral.org/clout/clout/data/rus/clout_case_1364_leg-3130.html.
case by case interpretation for concrete applicable norm. 51 therefore it is not easy way opt interpretation from general principles, but at the other hand, therefore it is reasonable to adopt general principles as interpretation framework.
Following the discussion of penalty clauses and the Cisg there has been arguments favoring the Cisg's interpretation through international standard provided in Art. 7(1) of the Cisg. As the provision of international standard leaves its definition open and unclear i argue that the standard should apply as a meta-principle of international interpretation. the meta-principle works as an interpretation umbrella to cover general principles and Articles of the Cisg, general principles of international commercial contracts, Lex Mercatoria, and cross-border contract provision under national law.
Arbitral tribunals have interpreted general principles of the Cisg and Lex Mercatoria in disputes in various ways. in this article i analyzed three cases on penalty clause issue. in all cases tribunals found that penalty clauses falls outside of the Cisg. however, one tribunal applied the idea of international interpretation stating that the issue shall be covered by common practices of international sale and thus the uNidroit Principles were found applicable. the tribunal found that even there was no provision for penalty clauses the issue was not automatically falling under the domestic law. tribunal's ruling followed Art. 7(2) of the Cisg which states that only if there are no general principles applicable at all national law shall apply. tribunals also found that general principles of the Cisg are applicable even if the Cisg is not. it follows Art. 7(2) logic to promote international standard to crossborder contracts where the closes connection is international commercial practice rather than any national jurisdiction.
